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]t is shown that every connected vertex-symmetric g aph of order 5p (p a prime) has a 
H~ r~iltonian path. 
1. lntre~b~cfion 
It was ¢onjectured by L. Lovfisz in 1968 that every connected vertex-symmetric 
graph he, s :~ Hamiltonian path. (See [7, p. 249].) This conjecture has been v&'ified 
for gi'aphs of certain special orders, usually with the stronger conclusion that the 
graph has :~ Hamiltonian cycle (aside from a few notable xceptions), Every cvsg 
(conr:ected vertex-symmetric graph) of prime order is a cireulant graph (see [15]), 
and so h:~s a Hamiltonian cycle. Recently, Alspach [1] has shown that every cvsg 
of order 2~ (p always denotes a prime) has a Hamiltonian cycle, except for the 
Peterseo graph--which as a Hamiltonian path. 
Maru.~ [10] has shown that every cvsg of order p2, pa, or 3p has a Hamiitonian 
cycle, tt i~ also known [11, 14] that every (finite) Cayley graph for an abelian 
group o~' ,'.he semi-direct product of a prime order group by an odd order abelian 
group, has a Hamiltonian cycle. 
L. IElab~i [2] has raised the question of constructing an infinite family of cvsg's 
without Hamiltonian cycles. These are now only four such graphs known (if we 
disrega~'~'?, thetrivial cases of the complete graphs ~n one or two points), namely 
the Pete, z'sen graph, the Coxeter graph, and two graphs obtained from these by 
replacing their vertices with triangles. C. Thomassen has conjectured that only 
finitely many such graphs exist (see [3, p. 163]). 
The question of Hamiltonian cycles, or their absence, in cvsg's is a difficult one. 
Our goal in this paper is more modest: we shall prove that every cvsg of order 5p 
has a Hamiltonian path. In a later paper, we shall consider thc same question for 
graphs of order 4p. 
In general, our method identifies certain families of graphs of order mp (m < p) 
which have a 'homogeneous aatomorphism', and whose structure does not make 
obvious the existence of a Hamiltonian path. Like the 'generalized Petersen 
graphs' [9], these graphs need not be vertex-symmetric; but those (if any) which 
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are vertex-symmetric may provide further cxzmples of cvsg's without Hamiltonian 
cycles. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we introduce some definitions, notations, lemmas, and proposi- 
tions ~sed ~n proving our main theorem. It will be convenient to state these with 
greater generality than just for graphs of order 5p. 
An ~im, n)-homogeneous permutation on a finite set V is a permutation having 
exactly m orbits, each of cardinality n. A graph G with vertex set V is 
(m,n)-galactic if its automorphism group Aut(G) contains an (m,n)- 
homogeneous permutation on V The proof of our m~.in result is based on the 
following theorem of Maru~i~: [12]: 
Proposition 1. If m ~ p, then every vertex-symmetric graph G o[ order rap is 
( m, p)-galactic. 
HenCeforth, G will denote a cvsg of order rap, where 2~ m <p, and 3, will 
denote some (fixed) partieulm~ (m, p)-homogeneous automorphism of G. The term 
'orbit' will always mean an orbit of % and we shall use letters A, B, X, Y, Z, A1, 
A2 . . . .  to denote orbits. The restriction ~'~ of ~, to an orbit A is a cyclic 
permutation of order p. The factor graph G/p is the graph whose vertices are the 
orbits of ~,, a~ld whose edges ar~ those unordered pairs {A, B} of distinct orbits A, 
B for which at least one edge of G joins a point of A to a point of B. Our 
notation G/p is justified because the factor graph is actually independent of the 
choice of 3,. (This is because, from m <p, it follows that the orbits of any 
(m, p)-homogeneous automorphism of G are actually the orbits of some Sylow 
p-subgroup of Am(G); and since any two Sylow p-subgroups are conjugate in 
Aut(G), any two factor graphs arising from different choices of V are isomorphic.) 
Our strategy will be to consider the possible structure of G relative to the factor 
graph, and in each case to show that either this structure implies that G has a 
Hamiltonian path, or else the structure is inconsistent with the vertex-symmetry 
of G. This approach actually proves a stronger result han the one claimed in our 
abstract: it shows that nearly all connected (5, p)-galactic graphs have a Hamilto- 
nian path, and that those which do not cannot be vertex-symmetric. 
if S is a subset of the vertex set of G, then ~S) denotes the subgraph of G 
induced by S. We shall use the notation ( ) only for induced subgraphs of G. 
Therefore it should cause no co~fusion if, for any subgraph F of the factor graph 
G/p, we let ~F) denote the subgraph of G induced by the union of those orbits 
which are the vertices of F. 
If A1, A 2 . . . . .  A k are distinct orbits and U is their union, then (U) is clearly 
(k, p)-galactic relative to the restriction Tv of y to U. In particular, if A is any 
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orbit, then (A) is (1, p)-galactie, and so is a circulant graph of order p. Since p is 
odd, we have 
(1) For any orbit A, (A) is regular of some even degree d(A). If  d(A)> 0, then 
(A) contains a Hamiltonian cycle. 
If A, B are distinct orbits, then [A, B] denotes the bipartite graph with 
bipartition A, B and whose edges are all those edges of (7 joining points of A to 
points of B. Clearly, [A, B] is (2, p)-galac~fic relative to ~/A3~B, and so is regular of 
some degcee d[A, B]. If d[A, B]~ 2, then some point b ~ B is adjacent o two 
different points a, a' of A, and a '=  ~/(a) for some t~0 (rood p). Letting 18 = ~,~, 
we have that a b/3(a) J3(b) • • •/3P-~(a)/3~'-~(b) a is a Hamiltonian cycle in [A, B~. 
We summarize: 
(2) If A, B are distinct orbits, then [A, B] is regular of some degree d[A, B]>~O. 
If d[ A, L; ] z~ 2, then [ A, B] contains a i.2amiltonian cycle. 
A pat~ %A~ - • • Ak in the factor graph G/p is called an orbit-path of length k; 
simil~rly, a cycle AoA~'"  A~Ao in G/p is an orbit-cycle of length k+l .  If 
P~ = AoA~ " • • A, and P2 = BoB~ • • • B~ are orbit-paths with no common orbit:i, 
and if d~A,,Bo]~ >1,  then we may concatenate them to form the orbit-path 
P1P2 = A,)AI "'" A,BoB1 "'" B~. 
A go~d orbit-path is an orbit-path of lhe form P~P2" " " Pk (k >t 1) where each Pt 
(1 ~<.i ~ k) is either an orbit A with d(A) >~ 2 or an orbit-path AB of length 1 with 
d[A, B] ~ 2. Often, to identify quickly the 'goodness' of an orbit-path, we shall 
use a ne~:~,tion like X-Y ,Z -W;  where Y*Z means d[Y,Z]>~2, and single 
orbits lik: X have d(X) 1> 2. We shall refer to this as a 'decomposition' of a good 
orbit-pzlh. We omit the easy proof of the following lemma. 
Lemm~ 2, /f  P = A(,A~ • • • Ak is a good orbit-path, then (P) has a Hamiltonian 
path wit:t one endpoint in Ao and the other endpoint in Ak. 
Proposition 3 (Alspach [1]). I f  the orbit A has d(A)~>4, and if x, y are distinct 
vertices af (A), then (A) has a Hamiltonian path whose ena~ ,ints are x and y 
Lemma 4. Let AB be a length 1 orbit-path with d(B)>~2 and d[A, B]~>2. Then 
(AB) has a Hamiltonian path with both its en~dpoints in A. 
Proof. Let b ~ B, and let x, y be distinct vertices in A adjacent o b. There is aJ~ 
integer t~0 (modp) such that 3/(x)=y. Let [3=3, '. There is an integer r 
(1 ~< r~ < p -1)  such that/3'(b) is adjacent to b. Now x b/3(x) is a path of length 2 
in G, so that for all integers i, 18i(x) t31(b) ~/i÷l(x) is also a path of length 2. Thus 
18'(x) ~'-'(b) [3"-1(x) . . . [3(x) b l3"(b) /3"÷'(x) /3"+1(b) •. •/3P-l(b) x 
is a Hamiltonian path in (AB) with both its endpoints in A. 
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Lemma 5. Let k >~ 2 and let C = AoAI . ' .  AkAo be an orbit-cycle in G/p. If (C) 
does not contain a Hamilionian cycle, then d[Ak, An] = 1 = diAl, Ai+~] for i= 
O, 1 . . . . .  k - 1, and the graph K induced by the edges of the graphs [ Ak, An] and 
[A,, A~]  for i = O, 1 . . . . .  k - 1 is a disjoint union o[ p cycles of length k + 1 in (.L 
Proof. Since., C is an orbit-cycle, we have that d[Ak, An] >~ 1 and d[A~, AH]>~ 1 
for i = 0, 1 . . . . .  k -  1. Thus there is a path XoX~ • • • xk in G such that x~ a A~ for 
i = 0, 1 . . . . .  k. Suppose that xk is adjacent to some vertex xb :~ xo, where Xb~ An. 
There is an integer t¢ 0 (mod p) such that 3,'(Xo) = Xb. Let/3 = y'. Then 
x,,x, . ' ,  xk/3(Xo)/3(xl) • • • t t (x0  • • • /3P -qXo) /3P - ' (x , )  • • • f3~-'(Xk) Xo 
is a Hamiltonian cycle in (C). 
If d[A, B]>~2 for two successive orbits A, B on the cycle C, then we may 
assume without loss of generality that A = As and B = An. Then the vertex xk is 
certainly adjacent o some xi~ in Ao\{Xo}, so by what was just shown, (C') has a 
Hamiltonian cycle. It follows that, if {C) has no Hamiltonian cycle, then 
d[A, B] = 1 for every pair A, B of successive orbits in C, so [A, B] is the graph of 
a perfect matching of A to B in each case. Also, in the path XoX~ • • • Xk above, we 
must have that XE iS adjacent to xo, and to no other vertex of An. Then 
~(xo)/3~(x~) "'" /3~(Xk) 13i(Xo) for i=0 ,  1 . . . . .  p -1  are disjoint cycles in G of 
length k + 1, and they exhaust he edges of K. 
It will be convenient to introduce a sort of 'picture notation' which simultane- 
ously gives information about the structures of the factor graph G/p and the graph 
G itself. The following notations (in which A, B are distinct orbits) have the 
meanings pecified: 
(3) 0 0 means d[A,B]>~I, 
A B 
(4) (~:=: :~ means d[A,B]>~2, 
A B 
(i.e. A adjacent o B in G/p), 
t5) O -k -"C)  means d[A,B]= k, (k>i 1), 
A B 
(6) ~)  means d(A~=k, (k>lO), 
A 
(7) @ means d(A)~ k, (used only for k:> 0). 
We alert the reader that these notations are by'no means mutually exclusive; in 
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particular, notation (3) makes no claim other than d[A, B] 1> 1 about the structure 
of (A), (B}, or [A, B]. Fot ~ ,example, both 
(8) ~"-- '- '~4j and 
A B A B 
are special cases of (3), and (4) is a special case of (3). Similr:iy, (7) with k = 4 is a 
special case of (7) with k = 2, etc. 
30 Hamfltonia~ paths 
By the ~'esults of Alspach and of Marugi~: mentioned in our Introduction, every 
cvsg G of order 5p for p = 2, 3, or 5 has a Hamiltonian path. We therefore let G 
be a cvsg of order 5p for p > 5. Then G is (5, p)-galactic by Proposition 1; we let 
3' be some (fixed) ,(5, p)-homogeneoo, s automorphism of G, and we use the 
notations, with m = 5, discussed in Section 2. The factor graph GIp is the~;ome 
connected graph on 5 vertices; we shall s~iccessively discuss the cases where G/p is 
a tree, or ~n which the longest cycle in Glp is of length 3, 4, or 5. 
Hencefo:th we assume that 
(9) G ~s regular of even degree do ;'-4. 
(Clearly C is regular of positive even degree, but degree 2 would imply that G is 
a cycle.) 
in proofs, we shall use the phrase 'by regularity' to justify claims whicll are 
easily deoucible from (1), (2), and (9). 
Case 1: The factor graph GIp is a tree. 
Sttbc:~a:e l(a): G/p is a path AoA1AzA3A4 of length 4. By regularity, G/p 
must hav:.~ .,he form 
(10) (2) (2)~ 
L 0 A I A 2 A 3 A 4 
In ~his, case, we will justify our claim at length, so that the reader will 
understand our phrase 'by regularity'.. First, do = d(Ao)+ d[Ao, At] and both do 
and d(Ao) are even, so d[Ao, A1] is even; similarly, d[A3, A4] is even. Now 
do = d(A1)+ d[Ao, A1]'*" d[A~, A2], thus d[At, A2] is even, and similarly so is 
d[Az, A3]. Since d[Ai, Ai+t]~ > 1 for i = 0, 1, 2, 3 and all these degrees are even, 
we have that d[Ai, Ai+t]~ > 2 for i= 0, 1,2, 3. This justifies the 'double bonds' in 
(10). Next, 
d(Ao) + d[Ao, A1] = do = d[Ao, A,] + d(A~)+ d[A ,, A21, 
so d(Ao) = d(AO + diAl, A2] t> d[At, A2] i> 2. Similarly, d(A4) >/2. We have now 
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justified the claim (10). (In subsequent arguments, we shall usua![y just make such 
claim:~ 'by regularity', and leave the eas.v details to the reader.) From (10) we see 
that G/p is itself a good erbit-path, with the decomposition Ao-A:*A2-A3* 
A 4. Thus O has a Hamiltc,nian path by Len~m~ 2. 
Remark. We have not claimed that ihere e~:ists a cvsg of order 5p for which the 
factor graph is a path of le, ngth 4. We haw; merely shown that if such a graph 
exists, then it has a Hamiltonian iath. Tbe question of the existence of cvsg's with 
~actor graphs of certain specified structures i interesting, and we shall discuss this 
later. 
Subcase l(b): G/p is the tree 
(~) 
~)A4 
A 0 A]. A 2 A 3 
By regul~',rity, it can be shown that G/p has the form 
(12) 
Ao ~ ~,  
By Lemma 4, with A = A2 and B = A3,  (AzA3) has a Hamiltonian path whose 
endpoints x, y are in A2. By (1), (2) each of (A4) and [Ao, A1] contains a 
Hamiltonian cycle. Since x is adjacent to some vertex in A1, and y to some vertex 
in A4, obviously G has a Hamiltonian path. 
Subcase l(c): G[p is the tree 
(13) 
()x 
B "~ 
() 
Z 
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By regularity, G/p ~aust have the f~rm 
04) 
B 
X 
Y 
,)z 
By (2), [A,B] contains a Hara!iltonian cycle boaolha1"'" bp-lap-lbo where 
B ={bo, bl . . . . .  bp-1} and A ={ao,. ~1 . . . . .  ap_~}. Since d(B)~>6, there exist / , /~ 
{0, 1 . . . . .  p -  1} such that 1< i<;<:p -  1 and bo is adjacent to both b~ and bj. Let 
Xo, x~_~  X be adjacent, respectiveiT, to ao and a l l .  Let y~_~ and yj_t~ Y be 
adjacea,-~, respectively, to a~_~ and aj_~. Let zi_~, zp_~Z be adjacent, respec- 
tively, to aj_~ and ap_~. By PropQsit~oa 3, there are Hamiltonian paths P~, Py, P~ 
in (X)~ 'Y), (Z) whose initial and terminal points are x0 and x~_~, Y~-l and yj_~, 
zj_~ ar~ zp_x, respectively. Then 
bHai-2bi..2"" blaoP~aj-lPyaj-lP~ap-lb~-~a~..2b~-~ 
• ..a~b~bob,a,b,+la,+~... b _~a~_zb~_~ 
is a ?flzmiltonian path in G. 
Cas~. 2: GIp contains a triangle, but no 4-cycle. 
Subcase 2(a): G/p is the graph 
(15i 
A 5 ( J "  "r, 2 
By r~ f~ularity, G/p must have one of the two forms 
(~6) 
A3 A1 
A 4 A i i 
A 5 ~ ~":~ A 2 A 5 (~)~ ~ A 2 
(a) (b) 
In (16), in either case (a) or (b), by Lemma 4 (AaA1) has a Hamiltonian path P1 
whose initial point x and terminal point y are both in A3, and (A2) contains a 
Hamiltonian cycle, by (1). Let x be adjacent o w ~ A4, and y be adjacent o 
z e A2. Let P2 be a Hamil~onian path in A2 with z as the initial point. Using (1), 
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(2), and d[A 4, As]~ |,  clearly (A4As) has a Ham~ltonian path P3 with w as the 
terminal point, in either of the cases (a) or (b) of (16). Then P3P~P: is a 
Hamiltonian path in G. 
Subcase 2(b): G/p is the graph 
07) 
A2 C :  A3 A5 
By regularity, we must have d(As), d[A4, As], and d[A3, A4] all even and I>2. If 
d[A ~, A2]~ > 2, then A~ * A2-As*  A4-As  ~s a good orbit-path. If d[A~, Az] = 1, 
then by regularity, both d(AO 1> 2 and d(A2)>t 2, so that A~-  A2-A3*  A4-As  is 
a good orbit-path. By Lemma 2, G has a Hamiltonian path. 
Subcase 2(c): G/p is the graph 
A 4 
By regularity, all of d(At), d(A~;), d[A2, A~], d[A4, As] are even and 1>2. If 
dtA3)>~2, then Az*Az-As-A4*A5 is a good orbit-path. If d(A3)=0, then 
since d,,>~4, either d[A2, As]~2 or d[A3, A4]>~2. giving a good orbit-path 
A~ -- A2* As- A4*As or A~ *Az - A3*A4-  As respectively. Therefore, G has a 
Hamiltonian path, by Lemma 2. 
Subcasr 2(d): G/p is ~he graph 
(19) 
Suppose tha ~. d(U)~2.  Then by regularity, either d[W,X]>~2 or both d(W), 
d(X) >~ 2; and .dmilarl~, either d[Y, Z]~ > 2 or both d(Y) and d(Z)~, 2. In every 
case, WXUYZ is a good orbit-[~ath. 
Suppose that d(U)= 0. By Lemma 5, if at least one of d[W, U], d[U,X], 
d[X, W] is />2, then there is a Hamiltonian cycle C in (UWX). By regularity, 
d(Y) + d[Y, Z] and d(Z)+ d[¥, Z] are both I>3; thus either d[Y, Z]>~ 2 or else 
d [~ Z] = 1 and both d(Y), d(Z)~2.  In either case, YZ is a good orbit-path, and 
so (YZ) contains a ttamiltonian path P. Since an endpeint of P is adjacent o 
some vertex of C, and P, C are vertex-disjoint, G contains a Hamiltonian path. 
We conclude that, if d(U) = 0, then we may assume that d[W, U]= 1 --: d[U, X] = 
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d[X, W], and similarly, we may assume that d[ t~ Y] = 1 = d[ Y, Z]= d[Z, U]. In 
this case, by regularity, d(W)= 2= d(X)= d(Y)= d(Z), and GIp has the form 
(20) 
Y Z 
i 
Sire e both WX and YZ are good orbit-paths, clearly G will have a Hamilto- 
nian i=a.h if either (UWX). or (UYZ) has a Hamfltonian cycle; thus we assume 
that n~:ither of these induced subgraphs of G has a Hamiltonian cycle. By Lemma 
5, we raay label the vertice:s of U, W, X, Y, Z as u. w~, xl, y,, z~ (i = 1 . . . . .  p) such 
that for :ach i, the subgraph ({u,, w,, x. y~, z,}) is the wedge of two triangles 
(21) 
wl ~ xi 
Yi zi 
and if the edges of the four cycles (W), <JO, (Y), (Z) are deleted from G, then the 
resa!'.i,tg graph is the disjoint union of the p wedges for i= I , . . . ,  p. Then u~ is in 
exaci V two triangles of G, b::t xi is in only one triangle of G--contradicting the 
vertex-symmetry of G. Therefore this case cannot occur. We conc;mde that O has 
a Hamiitonian path. 
Ca~e 3: GIp has a 4-cycle, but no 5-cycles. 
There are precisely six connected graphs with five vertices, having a 4-cycle but 
no 5-cycle. These graphs are: 
(22) 
x x U 
U ~)U " 
Y y . Y 
(a) (b) (c) 
y Y Z ~ Z 
Z 
(d) (e) (f) 
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Now G/p must be one of these six graphs. First, we consider the cases (a), (b), 
(,¢), (d). In each of these cases, by regularity both d[W, U] and d(U) must be even 
and ~>2. By (1), (U) has a Hamiltonian cycle C1. If (WXYZ) has a Hamiltonian 
cycle C2, then since Ct, C2 are disjoint and are joined by an edge of [W, U], G 
will have a Hamiltonian path. We may therefore assume that (WXYZ) has no 
Hamiltonian cycle. By Lemma 5, d[W, X]= 1 = d[X, Y] = d[Y, Z] = d[Z, W]. 
Also, in the case (d), considering the orbit-cycle WYXZW, we would have 
d[X, Z]---~ l = d[W, Y], but this would imply that do = d(X)+3 is odd, which is 
impossible--so in case (d), G has a Hamiltonian path. Since do ~ 4, regularity now 
gives d(X)= d(Y)= d(Z)~>2 in case (a); d (Y )~2 and d[X, Z] is even and ~-2 in 
case (b); and d(X)=d(Z)>~2 and d(Y)=d(W)+d[W, U]>~2 in case (c). The 
orbit-paths U.W-X-Y -Z ,  U .W-X .Z-Y ,  U * W-  X -  Y -  Z are then 
~:ood respectively for cases (a), (b), and (c)--so by Lemma 2, G has a Hamiltonian 
path in these cases. 
In case (e), at least one of dive; X], d[W, U], d[W, Z] must be even and ~>2. 
Without loss of generality, let d[W, U] be even and >/2. By regularity, d[U, Y] 
wust also be even and 1>2. By Lemma 5, each of (XWUY) and ~ZWUY) contains 
a Hamiltonian cycle. Clearly G will have a Hamil, tonian path unless both d(X) = 0 
and d(Z) = 0. Thus let d(X) = 0 = d(Z). Then by regularity, it can be shown that 
d(U)~ 2. But 
d[X, W] = d(X) + d[X, V¢] = d(Y) + d[ Y, U] + d( Y, Z] >~ 2, 
so by Lcmma 5, (XWZY) has a Hamiltonian cycle C. Since (U) has a Hamilto- 
man cycle disjoint from C and joined to C by an edge of [U, W], O has a 
Hamiltonian path. 
Suppose G/p is the graph of case (f) of (22). By regularity, not all of d(X), 
d(U), d(Z) are zero. Without loss of generality, we may assume that d(U):~ 0, so 
d (U)~2 and (U) contains a Hamiltonian cycle Co by (1). If (XYZW) has a 
Hamiltonian cycle Ct, then C,~ and Ct easily give a Hamiltonian path in G. Thus 
we assume that (XYZW) has no Hamiltonian cycle; by Lemma 5, then 
d[X, Y] = 1 = d[Y. Z! = d[Z, W] = d[W, X]. 
Since d,,r~4, this gives d(X)~>2 and d(Z);--2, so (X) and (Z} each have a 
Hamiltonian cycle. By the argument just used, we may assume that neither 
(UYZW) v.or (XYUW) has a Hamiltoian cycle (else using the cycles in (X} and 
(Z} we would quickly find a Hamillonian path in G). Thus d[U, W] = 1 = d[U, Y] 
by Lemma 5. By regu!arity, we now have d(Y)=d(W). If d(Y)>~2, then 
X -  Y -  U-- W-Z  woukl be a good orbit-path, giving a Hamiltonian path in G. 
Therefore we assume that d(Y)= 0 = d(W). 
Suppose that (XYW) contains a Hamiltonian cycle C. Some edge of C is of the 
form {y, w}, for ye Y and w• W. The vertex y is adjacent in G to some u•  U, 
and w is adjacent o some z e Z, and (U), (Z) contain Hamiltonian cycles, so 
clearly G has a Hamiltonian path. Therefore we may assume that (XYW) has no 
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Hamiltonian cycle, ,and similarly that (UYW) and (YZW) have no Hamiltonian 
cycles. By Lemma 5, then d[W, Y]= 1. 
We are now left with the case where G/p has the structure 
(23) 
and where, further, we have 
(2a) None of the induced st~bgraphs (XYW), (UYW), (YZW), (XYZW), 
(UYZW), (XYUW) of G has a l-lamilltonian cycle. 
ke ,~ ~-/be the graph of order 5p ~,bt~tined from G by deleting the edges of the 
cycies (X), (U), (Z). Applying Lemma 5 to (24), it follows that we may label the 
poims of X, Y; Z. W, U as x~, y~, z~, w,~, u~ (i = 1 . . . . .  p) so that H is the disjoint 
ur~i,~n of p components of the form 
z I 
But *l-,e;-~ wl i,~ in exactly three triangles of G and xi is in only one triangle of 
G--which contradicts the vertex.-symmetry of G. Therefore no cvsg of order 5p 
has ix.~ factor graph G/p of the form (23) with also the property (24). We conclude 
tl~t ~.wery order 5p cvsg G with G/p satisfying case 3 has a Hamiltonian path. 
V~/,~ remark that the 'odd graph' 04 (see [4, p. 56]) is a cvsg of order 5.7 whose 
factor graph O.d7 has the form (23) (but, of course, here the property (24) cannot 
hold}. This gr,tph 04 has a Hamiltonian cycle (see [13]). 
Case 4: G/p has a 5-cycle. Let A1A2A3AaAsA 1 be a 5-cycle in G/p. 
blenceforth, assume that G has no Hamiltonian cycle By Lemma 5, ~hen 
d[As, AJ= 1 := d[A~, A~.~] for i = '[, 2, 3, 4; and the subgraph of G spanned by 
all the edges of the graphs [As, A~] and [A~, A~+I] for i= 1,2, 3,4 is a disjoint 
union of p cycles of length 5. 
Suppose that G/p is a 5-cycle. Then d.,e connectedness and regularity of G imply 
that d(AO = do-  2 t> 2 for 1 ~< i ~< 5. In this case, A~ - A2-  Aa-  A4- A5 is a good 
orbit-path, so G has a Hamiltonian path. 
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Suppose that G is neither a 5-cycle nor a complete graph. If it has two 
nonadjacent ,erfices of degree 3--say A~ and A3~then both d[A,,A4], 
d[A.~, A.s] > 0. By regularity, now d[A~, A4] is even and 32. But then Lemma 5, 
applied to the orbit-cycle A~A4AsA3A~A,, would give that G is Hamiltonian, 
contrary to hypothesis. Thus we may assume that no two nonadjacent vertices of 
G/p are of degree 3. In the case uncle:' consideration, we may then assume that 
6/p has one of the three forms 
(26) 
1 
A 5 A 2 
1 ! 
ASPCA2 
A c T~3 
i 
A 5 A 2 
In the first case, d[A2, A4] must be even and ~2, and Lemma 5 applied to 
A1A3A2A4AsA, would give that G is Hamiltonian. In the other two cases, by 
regularity, d[Az, A3], d(Az), d(A4), d(As)~2 so, A2-A I*A3-A4-A  s is a 
good orbit-path, and G has a Hamiltonian path. 
We may now assume that G/~ is a complete graph. By Lemma 5, then 
dlA,,At]=l for l<~i<j~<5. Therefore, by regularity, d(Ai)=d(AO for i= 
1,2, 3, 4, 5. If d(A D >I 2, then A, - A2-  A3-  A4-  A5 is a good orbit-path. There- 
fore by (t) we may assume that d(AD=0, for 1 6 i~5.  Also, by Lemma 5, we 
may assume, since G is non-Hamiltonian, that 
{27) For every 5-cycle XIX2X3X4XsX., of G/p, the subgraph of G spanned by 
the edges of the graphs [Xs, XI] and [X~, X~÷z], 1 ~ i~4,  is a union of p disjoint 
5-cycles. 
There are vertices aeAt, b~A2, ceA3, d~A4, eeA5 such that abcdea is a 
5-cycle in G, and there exists r c; {0, 1 . . . . .  p -  1} such that 
{28) c is adjacent in G to 7'(e). 
Since AIA2A3AsA4AI, A2A3A4AIAsA2, A3A4AsA2AIA3, A4AsAIA3A2A4, 
and AsAIA~.A4A3A5 are 5-cycles of G/p and 3,eAut(G), (27) and (28) imply 
that abc~,'(e)3,~(d)a, bcdvP-'(a)~/~-'(e)b, cde3,'(b)v'(a)c, dea3,P-'(c)~,P-"(b)d, and
ec~bv'(d)'y~(c)e are 5-cycles of G. In particular, 
(29) y'(c) is adjacent in G to e. 
Now ye Aut(G) and (28), (29) imply that both e and 3,2'(e) are adjacent o 
3,'(c); since d[A~, As] = 1, we must have 3,2'(e) = e, so that 2r-=0 (rood p). Since p 
is odd, this gives r=O. But then ({a, b, c, d, e}) is a complete graph on 5 vertices, 
and G is the disjoint union of p copies of this complete graph, and is discon- 
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neeted. This contradiction shows that G has a Hamiltonian path. We have now 
proved: 
Theorem 6. Every connected venl6x-symmetric g aph of order 5p has a Hamilto- 
nian path. 
4. Factor grapt~s 
We now retu:m to the notation of Section 2, in which G is a cw,g of order rap, 
where m < p. As was previously remarked, the factor graph G/p is independent of
the choice 3' of an (m, p)-homegeneous automorphism of G. The question arises 
as to which graphs of order m can: be the factor graph of some such graph G, and 
what further structure is implied by the structure of G. 
The fact that G/p need not be vertex-symmetric can be seen from various 
examples. 
(30) If G is the line graph of the Petersen graph, then G/5 has the form 
@,,,2 ® 
(3 i) If G is the Coxeter graph (see [5], and [7, p. 241]), then G/7 has the form 
(32) The odd graph I[~ 4 is of order 5.7 and 04/7 has the form displayed earlier 
in (?3). 
'33) There i~,~ a certain h!ighly symmetric vsg of order 102=6.17 (see [4, p. 
153], [5], [6]) for which G/17 ha,,~ the form 
1 1 
1 
1 1 
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Such examples uggest he' follo~ving questions: Which non-vertex-symmetric 
graphs of order m can be the factor graph G/p of a cvsg G of order rap, m < p? In 
particular, which trees can be G/p, and especially, which stars can be' G/p? (The 
case of the c •ars seems to be one in which it is more difficult to find Hamiltonian 
paths in G.) the graph mentioned above in (33) actually has a Hami[tonian cycle 
(see [5]), and although the Coxeter graph (31) has no Hamiltonian cycle, it does 
have a Hamiltonian path; thus even in cases in which it is hard to find Hamilto- 
nian paths or eyries by using the factor graph, such paths or cycles may exist. 
Sometimes one can use different homogeneous automorphisms to help find 
Hamiltonian paths or cycles in G. For example, the graph 04 not only has 
a (5,7)-homogeneous automorphism, but it also has a (7, 5)-homogeneous au- 
tomorphism; and, using the same definition of 'factor graph', any two such 
(7, 5)..homogeneous automorphisms give the same factor graph O4/5, which has 
lhc ,;tructure 
Now our Lemma 5 holds for this factor graph too, and the orbit-cycle 
ABCDXYZA has d[Z, A~ = 2, therefore 04 has a Hamiltonian cycle, by Lemma 
5. It seems that such use of homogeneous automorphisms will often be helpful in 
finding Hami~tonian cycles and paths in cvsg's. Although we have concentrated on 
thc graphs of order mp where m <p, it is clear.that factor graphs may be used 
nlore generally. 
Maru.~i~ [12] has asked whether every cvsg G is (m, n)-galacdc for some m, n 
(where n > 1). If the answer to this question is affirmative, then for any cvsg G 
and each (m, n)-homogcneous automorph;~sm "/, we may consider the correspond- 
ing factor graph G/'y (which will, in general, now depend upon the choice of 3,). 
Hopefully, the factor graphs will be useful in studying Hamiltonian and other 
properties of cvsg's. 
Sometimes the existence of a homogeneous automorphism of a regular graph 
can be deduced by considering the degree of the graph. This is intriguing, because 
the de:;recs of vertices have heretofore played a dominant role ~n results on 
Hamiltonian cycles. 
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Theorem 7. Let G be a connected regular graph o f  degree do and of order n. I] 
p> do and p divides ]Aut(G)]' then p divides n and G is (n/p, p)-galactic. 
l~'oof. Since p divides the order of Aut(G), there exists some 3' ~ Aut(G) such 
that 3' is of order p. Let F={xe V: 3,(x)= x} and S= V \F .  Since 3' has order p, 
S~O. Suppose that F¢¢ ,  and let xeF .  If x were adjacent to some yeS,  then x 
would be adjacent o y, "~.(y) . . . . .  ,~,P-~(y), and so would have degree ~p>do. 
Thus no vertex in F is adj!acent to a vertex in S- -but  this implies that G is no~ 
connected, contrary to hypothesis. Therefore F = ¢, and 3' has all its orbits of 
length p. This implies that the prime p divides n and 3' is (n/p, p)-hornogeneous, 
Now if G is a cvsg of order n, then n divides [Aut(G)l, so an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 7 is the follc, wing corollary, which shows that there are 
stznng restrictions on the automorphism groups of cvsg's having small degree do. 
Cerollary 8. Let G be a cvsg of order n and degree de, I /p  > do, then p divides 
[Aut(G)l if and only if p divides n, and in the latter case G is (~p, p)-galactic. 
A~though Theorem 7 and Cerollary 8 are very simple observations, they are 
ralher useful. As an application, the graph 04 has degree 4 and order 5.7; since 
5 > ~, 04 is (7, 5)-galactic, and this can be used to show that 04 is Hamiltonian, as 
wa~; ~ione above--see (34). As another application, consider any cubic graph G of 
,~rder 4p, where p > 3 (such as the Coxeter graph, where p := 7). Corollary 8 
~mplies that IAut(G)[--2'3~p, for some integers r, s - -and that if G is vertex- 
sy~m~etric, then G is (4, p)-galactic. (The fact that G is (4, p)-galactic also follows 
L'c'r. Proposition 1, but Corollary 8 is much simpler than Proposition 1.) Tutte 
[~6~ has shown that s ~ 1 must hold. 
In a sequel paper, we shall prove that every cvsg of order 4p has a Hamiltonian 
path. The only 'difficult' case turns out to be the possible xister~ce of 'generalized 
Coxeter graphs' whose factor graphs would be the three-valem star. 
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